
What an exciting year we’ve had… 
Our new html version was launched at Bett 2017 in January, followed 
by our SEN/Dyslexia version in the Autumn - which has 
received phenomenal reviews! 

Thank you to everyone who took the time to contact 
us with their thanks and testimonials. 

“We love it!” – Dr. O’Mahoney - Harrow School 05/12/2017 
(using KAZ since 2003) 

"We are adding your great new product to our range - 
Inclusive Technologies, UK 

"I just bought your SEN/Dyslexia version typing course 
because I suffer badly from screen glare problems though 
not dyslexic. Love the product. Many thanks.” - Judith. 
06/12/2017 
 

KAZ’s new ‘Inclusive’ Corporate version is 
ready for the New Year. 

Suitable for Further & Higher Education and all our 
Corporate users! Includes the same proven method but 
with new corporate imagery. The program opens with 
our new ©Preference Screen so the user can 
tailor make the course for maximum reading 
comfort. Currently available Online, with 
SCORM for LMS following shortly. (See our 
website for more details.) 
    
“Thank you for all your support. 
We look forward to extending our 
product range in 2018 and 
continuing to make a difference.

               Merry                                                     

       Christmas  

                 - The KAZ Team” 

Become a KAZ 
Affiliate and let 
KAZ work for you. 
For more information 
on joining the KAZ 
team and becoming 
an affiliate - contact 
us by email:  

info@kaz-type.com                                            

Why do so many 
people use KAZ? 

• It’s accelerated 
learning method 
works.      

• It’s been developed 
through extensive 
trials and research. 

• It equips you with a 
life skill. 

• New SEN/Dyslexia 
version developed 
with advice and 
guidance from the 
Dyslexia Research 
Trust. 

• Because it WORKS!
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SCORM 

Typing Test 

SpeedBuilder 
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Some highlights of 2017…

A complete set of typing 
lessons for both the right 
and left hand. It teaches the 
keyboarding technique for 
single handed touch typing 
on the QWERTY keyboard. Users learn the home position, 
then complete exercises which introduce new keys and 
revise keys already learned. The application remembers the 
last lesson worked on in a user’s document file. Lessons are 
graded, starting with simple exercises. An animated hand 
graphic on the screen shows the correct hand movement as 
keys are typed.

Teaches the many 
applications of the mouse in 
an entertaining and visually 
appealing atmosphere. 
 Move the mouse over an 
object, drag and drop, drag 
along a path and practice using drop down menus. 
 Various clicking activities are included, such as clicking 
anywhere, click timing and double-clicking. 
 Introductions to each activity are provided and the successful 
completion of a task is met with a range of pleasing rewards. 
Adjust the difficulty level and change the background for high 
contrast; ideal for low vision.

1041 Windows CD-Rom £45

1042 Additional user licence £12

IT Mouse Skills

Touch Type 2

First Keys 3

First Keys 3 is the latest 
version of the popular 
First Keys program. A 
friendly introduction 
to the keyboard that 
uses speech, phonics 
and Widgit symbols 
in colourful and engaging missing letter exercises to teach 
literacy skills. An array of exercises stimulate interest and 
develop vocabulary as well as keyboard awareness. Make 
spelling exercises to support literacy activities, curriculum 
topics or personalised learning.

Nessy Fingers

Five Finger Typist

This typing tutor works at 
your own pace. See the 
letter, hear it, then type 
it. A full on-screen picture 
of the keyboard teaches 
the home keys first, 
then introduces the others through a range of exercises. The 
program also includes a monitoring system to show where 
you need practice. Touch Type 2 is suitable for all ages and 
is adaptable for special needs. The program speaks the next 
letter to be typed and has the option of changing the font, 
font size and font colour - suitable for visually impaired users.

For further multiple user options, see www.inclusive.co.uk

0185 Win/Mac CD-Rom £39

0597 Win/Mac CD-Rom £51

4375 Windows CD-Rom £59

4376 5 user copy £139

4377 10 user copy £199

For further multiple user options, see www.inclusive.co.uk

This touch typing program 
also helps children 
improve their spelling 
skills. Nine fantastic 
games using real words 
and sentences provide all 
the motivation needed! Explore the land of Ness and battle 
dragons and ghosts. Crush Rocky under a giant snowball. 
Score goals against the boss gorilla or win trophies in the 
hall of fame. The key positions are taught in the sequence 
of the alphabet. Set personal speed and accuracy targets. 
Configurable, with nine levels of difficulty.

3168 Windows CD-Rom - single/home user £30

3167 5 user CD-Rom - network £100

Dyslexia Software98

Tel: 01457 819790   ▪   Fax: 01457 819799   ▪   Email: inclusive@inclusive.co.uk   ▪   Online: www.inclusive.co.uk

KAZ Typing Tutor (SEN/Dyslexia)

A fast way to learn 
to type, its 
accelerated 
learning method 
teaches users to 
touch type correctly in 
minutes instead of hours. 
Recently developed further with the ‘Dyslexic Research Trust’, 
to produce a multi-sensory program teaching typing skills 
whilst addressing disturbances related to ‘visual stress’, by 
means of a unique ‘Preference Screen’ offering choices of; 
dyslexic friendly typefaces, font size, font colour, background/
filter screens, keyboard and ‘speaking keys’. Allows user 
to work at their own pace. Records bookmarks, speed and 
accuracy.

6566 Annual Subscription Junior single user £20

6567 Annual Subscription Adult single user £20


